
On Your Turn
Choose 1 die from 
the common pool!

Claim a color with it 
on the playing board!

Draw the symbol from the die in 
a hex of that color on your board!

How
to Play

Game Overview
In Sunflower Valley, you will use special dice to draw your valley. Build houses, connect 
them with railroads, breed happy sheep, and plant sunflowers near the mountains. 
Your aim is to get the most VP!

How to Start
The youngest player rolls 
all 6 dice — it’s a common 
pool for the whole round!

End of the Round
No colors to claim on the playing board? 
Pass the first player token to the left, 
and roll all dice again! 

End of the Game
No free hexes to draw on? Score! 

Villagers 
2 new villagers for each house! 1 for each super sunflower!

Your aim is to get the most VP!
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Villagers 

Houses with Sheep
+3 VP for each pair of house and 
sheep adjacent to one another*.

The Most Villagers
+5 VP if you have 

the most villagers. +3 VP 
for second place.

SCORING

Sunny Mountains
Gain as many VP for each 

mountain as there are 
sunflowers adjacent to it.

Houses without Sheep
-5 VP for each house 

without a sheep.

Valley Express
Connect houses with at least 

2 railroads, and get VP for  
the consecutive chain.

The Most Sunflowers
+3 VP for each colored area 
with the most sunflowers.
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End of the Round
No colors to claim on the playing board? 
Pass the first player token to the left, 
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pool for the whole round!
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the most villagers. +3 VP 

Sunny Mountains
Gain as many VP for each 

mountain as there are 
sunflowers adjacent to it.

* There are advanced rules where you can
manage settlements and flocks — make sure to check 
them out on pages 4–5 of the rulebook.


